Field ion microscopy of biomolecules.
A new type of image, existing only at field strengths below the denaturation field strengths of molecules, has been discorvered. This type of image has structure, is not symmetrical and thus differs from previously reported low field strength images. The possibility that macromolecules adsorbed on tip surfaces produce such structured images has been exhaustively investigated. The result is that no observation has been found which disproves this hypothesis and many tests conducted in such attempts yielded correlations consistent with this hypothesis. It is therefore concluded that it is highly probable that biomolecules produce structured images and that it is highly improbable that these correlations represent a chance event. On the other hand, these correlations may be due to some cause unknown to the authors; but we consider this possibility to be unlikely. Some micrographs have been obtained which provide a reasonable basis for the hope that tertiary structure information may be defrived from low field strength imaging of partially embedded biomolecules or of biomolecules that are resistant to field denaturation during imaging. Information may presently be obtained from analysis of low field strength ion micrographs about the size and shape of some biomolecules.